HTC 0630 swim session protocol

Arrive 0620 and wait outside with social distancing.
When building opens at 0625, swimmers should proceed inside after the coach and lifeguard in lane
order (approximately fast to slow lanes), maintaining social distancing and allowing for people to
remove shoes at the doorway (take them in with you).
When entering the poolside, proceed anticlockwise around the pool towards the shallow end before
continuing anticlockwise towards the deep end.
If the lane ropes need to be put in, then the first three swimmers entering poolside should collect
the ropes which are located at the deep end in the far corner.
Swimmers should utilise the bottom row of seats to leave their belongings, and space themselves
out using the flat discs (coach to provide) to maintain social distancing.
To enter the pool, swimmers should continue anticlockwise around the pool i.e. head towards the
deep end and enter at the deep end. Swimmers should wait for the swimmer in front of them to
proceed to enter the pool and not pass them on poolside, in order to maintain social distancing.
If the lane ropes are to be put in, the first three swimmers (and whose kit position should be nearest
the deep end) should proceed with their lane rope, enter the water, clip it in and swim with it to the
shallow end to secure it there. Hence the lifeguard should be present before anyone enters the
water.
Other swimmers should remain at their kit position until the lane ropes are in before proceeding to
the deep end to enter the water in their specified lane.
Once in the water, swimmers should swim to the shallow end to commence the session.
At the end of the session just before 0730, swimmers should exit the pool at their shallow end lane
end wall, and should exit in order of fast lane to slow lane so that swimmers proceed along poolside
without passing each other, collect their belongings and exit poolside, maintaining social distancing
until they have left the premises (particularly noting the need to put shoes on at the outer door).
Any swimmer leaving before the end of the session should confirm with the coach that poolside is
clear before getting out of the pool. Any swimmer leaving early should not do so close to the end
time of the session in order to avoid still being on poolside collecting their kit when other swimmers
start to the leave the pool.

HTC 0730 swim session protocol

Arrive 0720 and wait outside with social distancing. It is noted that swimmers should park on the
roadside and not in the car park as the parking is used by the school before the end of the HTC
session.
At 0725, swimmers should proceed inside after the lifeguard in lane order (approximately fast to
slow lanes), maintaining social distancing and allowing for people to remove shoes inside the outer
door.

When entering the poolside, proceed anticlockwise around the pool towards the shallow end to
stand at the spaced flat discs to maintain social distancing. These discs will start at the flags and
extend towards the deep end.
When advised by the coach, the 0730 swimmers can continue anticlockwise around the top of the
pool and along the top row of chairs towards the deep end. Swimmers should leave their kit on the
top row spaced out as per the flat discs, then proceed immediately towards the deep end and enter
the water, without passing the person in front of them along poolside.
Once all the swimmers from the 0630 session have exited the pool at the shallow end, swimmers
should swim to the shallow end to commence the session.
At the end of the session, the same protocol applies as to the 0630 session.

General swim protocol
Each swim block will have a maximum of 16 swimmers (4 per lane), and each swimmer will be
assigned a lane where they will stay for the duration of the course. Even if swimmers are not able to
attend all the sessions they must not give these sessions to anyone else. Swimmers must remain in
their session “bubble”.
Swimmers should have read and understood both this protocol document and the associated risk
assessment.
On entering the building, swimmers should read the health questionnaire and be able to answer
“no” to the COVID-19 symptoms questions. If anyone answers yes, they should not enter the
building and should follow the government guidance regarding testing and self-isolating.
Swimmers should use the hand sanitizer provided by the venue on entering the building.
Swimmers should not use any of the showers, and avoid touching any fixtures and fittings where
possible e.g. door handles (the poolside door will be propped open by the coach on arrival).
Swimmers may use the poolside toilet if necessary but should avoid this if possible by using home
facilities before attending the session.
Swimmers should arrive ‘beach ready’ i.e. no changing facilities are available and swimmers should
arrive in their costumes with something over the top. At the end of the session, swimmers need to
be able to leave still in their wet costume with their towel or other clothing over the top.
Swimmers should bring the minimum equipment to poolside and only training aids as advised by the
coach in advance of the session.
During the session, when static between reps at the shallow end, swimmers should maintain space
in the following way. This means that when the first swimmer reaches the wall, they should
immediately move forward again towards the flags and take their rest period at this location, not at
the wall. Swimmers should stagger their rest position with those in the adjacent lane in order to
maintain social distancing and consider the direction they are facing such as to avoid breathing
towards others if out of breath from swimming exertion.

Where possible, swimmers should anticipate passing other swimmers in the opposite direction
(either in their lane or the adjacent lane) and breathe away from the passing swimmer. Similarly, if
overtaking within the lane, swimmers should breathe away from the swimmer they are passing. The
coach will aim to manage swimmer positions within the lane to minimise the occurrence of
overtaking.

